Forty Hour's Devotion.

Every year, during the days before Lent, while the world stages an orgy of dissipation, our Blessed Lord is brought out of the tabernacle at Notre Dame and kept exposed on the altar for three days, during which time we are invited to visit Him and tell Him how sorry we are for our sins of neglect and for the innumerable desecration to which His Sacred Heart is subjected.

The Adoration

Beginning at noon Sunday, volunteer adorers will take their places in the sanctuary. The halls will be represented as follows:

Sunday afternoon: Walsh and Corby.
Monday morning: Freshman and Carroll.
Monday afternoon: Sophomore and Cadillac.
Tuesday morning: Sorin and Badin.
Tuesday afternoon: Brownson and Off-campus.

These assignments are not restrictive. A student who cannot report at the time assigned for his hall may make his adoration at anytime. The assignments appeal to hall pride to see that the sanctuary is never deserted.

"The Little Mission."

During the Forty Hours there will be a sermon by Father Donahue at 7:30 each evening. On Tuesday evening there will be a solemn pledge for the Holy Name Society -- the pledge to respect God's name and make it respected. This renewal of mission fervor will be followed by a Lenten series on Wednesday nights, on the following subjects:

- Impurity.
- Sloth.
- Pride.
- The Obligation of Frequent Communion.
- The Passion.

Plenary Indulgence Tomorrow.

Students enrolled in the League of the Sacred Heart during the past week may gain the plenary indulgence for the day of admission by receiving Holy Communion tomorrow.

Don't Swallow the Bait.

A celebrated naturalist gives the following recipe for catching monkeys in the jungle: put out a drink of some kind, preferably ale, where the monkeys can find it. As soon as they get happy pick out the leader and take him by the hand. They are such imitators that he will immediately put out his hand for the next monkey and soon on down the line, and in a few minutes you will have a line of them walking along to captivity. Monkeys are natural-born imitators.

A New Kind of Pledge.

"I promise, in honour of the Blessed Mother of God, to refrain from all conduct likely to bring discredit upon the University dedicated to her which I have chosen as my Alma Mater." Renew this pledge before you take the Vandalia for home next Easter. It was badly needed at Christmas.